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ABSTRACT
There are three.most popular ways on learning to be
an eBayer. First, eBay itself provides live courses 
nationwide and teaches people how to make a successful 
business on eBay; however, eBay charges each person around 
$50/hour. Second, there are tons of online training 
courses target consumers who will pay to learn doing 
business on eBay or bidding on eBay. However, most of them
focus on selling tips as eBay University does. They 
frequently ignore buyers' needs. Some of the products 
provide tutorials on how to bid as a buyer; but they don't 
provide helpful tips for buyers such as how to save money. 
The third way is- by reading a Book and it's the most 
time-consuming and inefficient method among others.
eBay Learning Center System (ELCS) is a website that 
provides current and potential eBayers to a better way of 
learning eBay's mass functionalities toward their future 
success in both selling and saving. ELCS enables eBayers a 
simple and efficient way to master a complicated website,
eBay.
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CHAPTER ONE
' INTRODUCTION
eBay Learning Center System (ELCS) features online 
tutorials and advanced tips for users when participating 
on eBay activities. The tutorials help users to use eBay 
while the tips provide users thoughtful tricks on 
searching/saving on eBay that does not teach by other 
similar products. ELCS also provides communication 
channels among users, who could communicate each others by 
on-site message box or ELCS discussion forum services.
ELCS has great functionalities for administrators to 
maintain the website without knowing much knowledge of 
computer science and so to reduce man-made mistakes but 
increase the security of ELCS.
1.1 Purpose of this Project
ELCS is a web-based tool that conveys understanding 
by virtual tutorials and text-based tutorials to the user 
who is not familiar with eBay environment but has to 
participate eBay online activities often. The purpose of 
ELCS is to provide the services to public without charging 
people a penny. General users, by choosing and taking 
their desired tutorials, they will have better
1
understanding on how to access hundreds of eBay
functionalities.
ELCS also focus on simple and neat designed website 
for both general users and ELCS Admin Group.
1.2 The Scope of Project
ELCS offers the following functionalities to users:
1. After register at ELCS, users' preferred
tutorials will be displayed at the next time
they login.
2. Search tutorials: search for suitable tutorials
for personal needs and then view from browsers.
3. MessageBox: for inbox, compose message, outbox,
and delete messages functions.
4. Discussion Forum: to view interested topics, 
post a discussion and communicate with other
ELCS users.
5. FAQ: ELCS frequently asked questions are not 
focus on ELCS website questions but those 
frequently asked questions related to
www.eBay.com.
6. Useful Tips: This link generates a popup window 
that randomly displays useful tips for eBayers.
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7. Changelnfo: This function allows ELCS users to
change their personal information.
ELCS offers the following functionalities to ELCS 
Admin Group:
1. Access to delete/update/save/cancel on thirteen 
different tables from database. By just one 
click, ELCS Admin Group can go through the 
details of a single record on a specific table
as well as related records that associate with
the record. The panel for ELCS Admin Group
provides integration functions on related tables 
so they do not have to login/out from tables to
tables.
2. ELCS Admin Group could upload a media file (i.e. 
wmv, swf, etc.) by clicking a button. It's a 
hazard free and time-saving function.
1.3 Significance of the. Project
Even if you've never shopped online or placed a bid 
on auction items, you've probably heard about eBay, the 
Web's largest online auction site. There are many.good 
reasons to actually use eBay. It lets you shop around the 
worldwide marketplace, buy collectibles and other items 
you'd never find at the local mall and name the price
3
you're willing to pay for items. However, many people who 
did not grow up with a heavy use of the internet find 
frustrating to get familiar with eBay. ELCS was created to 
fulfill their needs by offering free e-learning tutorials, 
ELCS contributes effort to the society without charge.
ELCS combines functions and efficiency of a web-based 
application with the real-life knowledge of eBay and
offers the ability to extend with future developments for
more complete capabilities.
1.4 Definition of Terms
This section defines terms and abbreviations used in
the eBay Learning Center System document.
ELCS - eBay Learning Center System.
eBay - An online auction site at www.ebay.com. It is
probably the most used online auction service out 
there today.
ASP - Active Server Pages, a specification that enables 
Web pages to be dynamically created using HTML, 
scripts, and reusable server components.
ASP.NET - Microsoft new programming technology which is 
now gaining acceptance and momentum. Soon, it will 
completely replace standard ASP.
.NET Framework - A multi-tiered platform architecture that 
consists of developer tools, Web Services, a set of
4
typed programming, a common language runtime, a set 
of framework classes encapsulating areas of common 
functionality, and a data access model. The .NET 
Framework has two main components: the common 
language runtime (CLR) and the .NET Framework class 
library. The CLR is the agent that manages code at
execution time for both Windows and ASP.NET
applications.
XML - Extensible Markup Language for documents containing 
structured information. A markup language is a 
mechanism to identify structures in a document. The 
XML specification defines a standard way to add 
markup to documents.
IIS - Stands for Internet Information Services. It is a
powerful Web server that provides web application
infrastructure for Windows SQL Server.
API - A set of routines that an application uses to
request and carry out lower-level services performed 
by a computer's operating system.
ODBC - Open Database Connectivity. A standard application 
programming interface (API) for accessing data in
both relational and non-relational database
management systems. Using this API, database 
applications can access data stored in database
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management systems on a variety of computers even if 
each database management system sues a different data 
storage format and programming interface.
ADO - ActiveX Data Objects, Microsoft's high-level 
interface for data objects. Unlike Data Access 
Objects (DAO) and Remote Data Objects(RDO), which are 
designed only for accessing relational databases, ADO 
is more general and can be used to access all sorts 
of different types of data, including web pages, 
spreadsheets, and other types of documents.
SQL Server - A comprehensive database platform providing
data management with integrated business intelligence
tools.
Browser - A program which allows a person to read
hypertext. The browser gives some means of viewing 
the contents of nodes (or pages) and of navigating
from one node to another.
ER Diagram - Diagrams that use Entity-Relationship model 
to design or describe database.
HTML - Hyper Text Markup Language. HTML is the lingua
franca for publishing hypertext on the World Wide Web 
It is a non-proprietary format based upon SGML, and 
can be created and processed by a wide range of tools 
from simple plain text editors.
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HTTPS -Hyper Text Transfer Protocol by SSL (Secure Sockets 
Layer). The secure version of HTTP provides 
authentication and encrypted communication.
Hyperlink - A link from a hypertext files to another
location or file; typically activated by clicking on 
a highlighted word or icon at a particular location
on the screen.
SRS - The requirements work product that formally
specifies the system-level requirements of a single 
.system or an application.
GUI - An interface for issuing commands to a computer
utilizing a pointing device, such as a mouse, that 
manipulates and activates graphical image on a
monitor.
L 5  Organization of the Documentation 
The remaining sections of this document will be
organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the
architecture of eBay Learning Center System. Chapter 3 is 
the software requirement specification (SRS). Chapter 4 
illustrates the database design. Chapter 5 presents the 
project implementation. Chapter 6 is the system 
validation. Chapter 7 illustrates the maintenance manual.
Chapter 8 contains the conclusion and future directions.
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CHAPTER TWO
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The basic architecture of ELCS is a two-tier
client/server system (Figure 1). ELCS uses SQL Server 2005 
Express Edition as the server, the built-on-core database 
engine as the database, and IIS 5.1 (Internet Information 
Services) as the web server. The Microsoft SQL Server 2005 
Express Edition Database Engine is the core service for 
storing, processing and securing data. The Database Engine 
provides controlled access and transaction processing.
2.1 Server Architecture
ELCS is a two-tier client/server system. A
client/server database won't be used without client
processes delivering the data to users, so as SQL Server
8
2005. ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) is the database 
object of Microsoft standard for connecting the server to 
relational databases (SQL Server Express built-on-core
database engine in ELCS) and is used as the technology 
within ELCS system that handles client applications to be
connected to SQL Server.
Internet Information Services (IIS) 5.1 is a powerful
web server for Windows XP which provides web application
infrastructure for SQL Server. IIS allows the creation of
web-based applications to interact’ with COM server object. 
Web pages that interact with COM server objects are called
ASP pages.
Figure 2 illustrates the ELCS Server architecture in
details. Please note that there's only one machine in 
ELCS. The purpose of using different machines in Figure 2 
is to make better sense of describing the inside
architecture of ELCS Server.
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2.2 System Interfaces
Any standard web browsers, such as Microsoft Internet 
Explorer or Netscape Navigator/Communicator will provide 
users interface to the system.
2.3 Hardware Interfaces
The ELCS requires a server to host the database, Web 
Server (IIS), related files and programs, and a network
adapter connects to the network so the users can access
via the web browser.
2.4 Software Interfaces
• Server (Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Express 
Edition) '•
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• Database (Microsoft SQL Database Engine)
• Operating system (Microsoft Windows XP
Professional)
• Web Server. (Internet Information Services -IIS
5.1 for Microsoft Windows XP)
• Platform (Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0)
• SQL Database Connector (ODBC - Open Database
Connectivity)
• Data Objects Interface (ADO - ActiveX Data
Objects)
• Languages: HTML/VBScript/ASP.NET/XML.
2.5 User Interfaces
Users, included general users and ELCS Admin Group, 
will first enter ELCS home page and have limited access to 
seven basic pages under home page which contains Home 
page, AboutUs page, ContactsUs page, Login page, Logout
page, Register page, and MyPage page. Then the users will 
be asked to registered or login before they have full
access to MyPage page which contains the fields or links
for user's profile, search tutorials, Discussion Forum,
MessageBox, etc. All users' (general users and ELCS Admin 
Group) "MyPage" page is not static; it is based on user's 
preferences, information, and their status in ELCS system.
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User interfaces will be established on the web;
therefore, all user interfaces provided by the web 
browsers can be used, including added functionalities and 
all plug-ins that the browser may possess.
2.6 Communication Interfaces
The primary communication interface to the ELCS
environment is via web browser for all main users as well
as administrators. The browsers can be either Internet
Explorer 5.0 and above or Mozilla 5.0 and above.
2.7 Database Interfaces
The ELCS will call the database via Microsoft SQL 
Server 2005 Express Edition for retrieving information.
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CHAPTER THREE
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to define the Software
Requirement Specification (SRS) for eBay Learning Center
System (ELCS) and to describe performance requirements
allocated to the ELCS system.
3.2 Overall Description
3.2.1 Product Perspective
ELCS is a website that provides current and potential 
eBayers to a better way of learning eBay's mass
functionalities toward their future success in both
selling and saving. ' :
3.2.1.1 User Interfaces. User interfaces will be
established on the web. Therefore, all user interfaces 
provided by the web browsers can be used, including added 
functionalities and all plug-ins. that the-browser may
possess.
3.2.1.2 Software Interfaces.
• Server (Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Express
Edition)
• Operating system (Microsoft Windows XP
Professional)
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• Web Server (Internet Information Services -IIS
5.1 for Microsoft Windows XP)
• Platform (Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0)
• ■ SQL Database Connector (ODBC - Open Database
Connectivity)
• Data Objects Interface (ADO - ActiveX Data
Ob j ects) " :
• Languages: HTML/VBScript/ASP.NET/XML
3.2.1.3 Communication Interfaces. The primary
communication interface to the ELCS environment is via a
web browser for all general users as well as ELCS Admin
Group. The browsers can be either Internet Explorer 5.0
and above or Mozilla 5.0 and above or other standard
browsers.
3.2.1.4 Database Interfaces. The ELCS will call the
database via Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Express Edition for 
retrieving information.
3.2.1.5 Operations. ELCS will be initiated by the 
Internet users and will remain active as long as the users 
desire to remain on the pages or navigate through the 
pages that are a part of this software product. ELCS will 
be operational in a 24/7 time frame except for scheduled
maintenance.
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3.2.1.6 Site Adaptation Requirements. All systems
need to have network connections and a working browser
3.2.1.7 Back-Up Procedures. ELCS Admin Group will
perform incremental backups weekly and golden backups
(full backups) quarterly.
3.2.2 Product Functions
3.2.3 Product Architecture
The system contains three parts of architecture,
client side machine, web server, and database.
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(1) Client side machine: The machine requires an
internet browser pre-installed on and internet
access. This machine should be able to connect
to the web server through HTTP protocol.
(2) Web Server: Internet Information Services -IIS
5.1 for Microsoft Windows XP.
(3) Database: Microsoft SQL Database Engine built on
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Express Edition.
M ic ro s o f t  SQL S e rv e r
A c t iv e  S e r v e r  P ag es 
V B S c rip t
C l i e n t M ic ro s o f t  SQL D a ta b a s e  E n g in e
-6 0 0  MHz P e n tiu m  I l l - c o m p a t i b l e  o r  f a s t e r ;  
1-GHz o r  f a s t e r  p r o c e s s o r
-W indows XP w ith  S e r v ic e  P ack  2 o r  l a t e r  
-1 9 2  m e g a b y te s  (MB) o f  RAM o r  m o re ; 512 
m e g a b y te s  (MB) o r  m ore
-3 5 0  MB o f  a v a i l a b l e  h a r d - d i s k  s p a c e  f o r  
t h e  recom m ended i n s t a l l a t i o n
-S u p e r  VGA (1 ,0 2 4 x 7 6 8 ) o r  h i g h e r - r e s o l u t i o n j . ®  
v id e o  a d a p te r  an d  m o n ito r  I
- M ic r o s o f t  Mouse o r  c o m p a t ib le  p o i n t i n g  
d e v ic e  |„ *
- M ic r o s o f t  I n t e r n e t  E x p lo r e r  6 .0  SP1 o r  l a t e r '
Figure 4. System Deployment Diagram
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3.2.4 Constraints
Users must register first to be able to access any 
function ELCS provided. However, users may only search the 
tutorials before he/she registers as a member.
3.2.5 Specific Requirements
ELCS Admin Group will perform incremental back-up 
weekly and golden backup quarterly.
3.2.6 Software System Attributes
3.2.6.1 Reliability. ELCS will provide the up-to-date 
eBay-related tutorials to all members to meet members''
needs.
3.2.6.2 Availability. ELCS should be available during 
the 24/7 time frame to the user within a normal web-pages 
response time and degraded performance during the
maintenance hours. . . ,
3.2.6.3 Serviceability. ELCS will be well documented
for future updates or reference. And most of the modules
are reusable.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATABASE DESIGN
The database server used by ELCS is Microsoft SQL 
Database Engine. The data access is via the data object
called "ODBC" driver.
4.1 Data Analysis
The data for designing and implementing the schema of 
the database depends on thirteen entities which includes: 
t_User table, t_Tutorial table, t_Category table, 
t_Keyword table, t_UserCat table, t_UserKey table, 
t_TutorCat table, t_TutorKey table, t_FAQ' table, t_Tips 
table, t_Forum table, t_Message table, and finally t_Reply 
table. Below are the relationships between these entities.
t_User table and t_Forum table: each user can either 
post reply to a forum or post a new forum. They have a 1:N 
relationship.
t_User table and t_Message.table: each user can 
either reply/receive to messages or write messages to 
other users. They have an N:N relationship.'
t_User table and t_Category table: each user will be 
associated with the most frequent search Category(s) by 
their preference. They have a 1:N relationship.
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t_User table and t_Keyword table: each user will be 
associated with the most frequent search Keyword(s) by 
their preference. They have a 1:N relationship.
t_Tutorial table and t_Category table: each tutorial 
will be associated with the pre-defined Category(s) for
searching purpose. They have a 1:N relationship.
t_Tutorial table and t_Keyword table: each tutorial
will be associated with 'the pre-defined Keyword(s) for 
searching purpose. They have,a 1:N relationship.
t_User table and t_Keyword table:.each user will be 
associated with the most frequent search Keyword by their 
preference. They have a 1:N relationship.
t_User table and t_FAQ table: each user can view FAQ 
question(s). They have a 1:N relationship.
t_User table and t_Tips table: each user can view 
Tip(s). They have a 1:N relationship.
4.2 Database Schema Conceptual Model - 
Entity Relational Schema
All the entities and relations used in ELCS are
described in the ER Diagram in Figure 5.
19
Figure 5. eBay Learning Center System Entity Relationship
Diagram
4.3 Database Schema Logical 
Model - Relational Schema
The conceptual model ER diagram maps into the
following relational table design. In the following tables
(underlined fields indicate the primary key).
20
Schema
Table 1. eBay Learning Center System Database Relational
t User
UID UName Password BlockMess
BlockFo.r Admin t. SecuAnsl SecuAns2
SecuAns3
t UserCat
UserlDC UserCatID CatTime
t UserKey
UserTDK UserKeylD KeyTime
t Tutorial
TIP TFfileName TfileType UploadDate
TLocation
t TutorialCat
TIDC TCatID
t TutorialKey
TIDK TKeylD
t Category
CategorylD Category
t Keyword
KeywordID Keyword
t Message
MID ToID FromID MessDate
MessTopic MessBody
t Forum
FID OwnerlD DatePost FTopic
Fbody
t Reply
ReplylD ReplyUserlD ForumID DateReply
RMessage
t Tips
TipID TipTitle TipBody
t FAQ
| FAQID | FAQ Topic | FAQ Body
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4.4 Data Type and Detail
The logical model establishes the.following detailed 
design in database. The following tables describe data 
type, length, primary key, null or non-null keys, and 
extra information, such as auto increment.
! Table - dbo.t_User l
| Column Name i Data Type i Allow Nulls s Default
■ U ltf numeric(5, 0) . □
II 1’ UName varchar(40) !
i, • Password varchar(20) J □  !
| BlockMess bit □ 0
!; ■ BlockFor ■ bit i □ 0
6 Admin bit ' > ”  □ 0
r. ■ SecuAnsl . datetime ! □
I i 5ecuAns2 char(5) 1 □
I: I SecuAnsS char(4) 1 □
I ,
1 • □  ’ i
Figure 6. Structure of Table t User
/ '  Table - dbo.tJJserKey . Table - dbojtjjserCat] _______ _
Column Name Data Type i Allow Nulls Default
UsertDC 1 numeric(5, 0)......1
□
UserCatID ; numeric(5, 0) □
CatTime ‘ numeric^, 0) □
□
■ TimeCnow)
Figure 7. Structure of Table t UserCat
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/Tab le  - dbo.tJJserKey I
Column Name
►?| UserlDK]
?  UserKeylD 
Key Time
Data Type 
numeric(5j 0) 
numeric(5, 0) 
numeric(5j 0)
Allow Nulls
..." ‘W "
□
□
Default
T iine(now )
Figure 8. Structure of Table t__UserKey
/T a b le  -  dbo.t_Tutorial)
Column Name Data Type i Allow Nulls Default
►Si TID’ numeric(5, ,0) □
TFileName varchar(255) □
TFileType varchar(20) □
UploadDate datetime ' □ Tizne(ttow)
TLocation varchar(255) □
i □
Figure 9. Structure of Table t Tutorial
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/T a b le  - dbo.t_TutorCat)
1 Column Name Data Type I Allow Nulls I
►?| XIDC| numeric(5j 0) : C l
9  TCatID numeric(5j 0) □
- ..- ' ■
□  '
Figure 10. Structure of Table t TutorCat
/T a b le  - dbo.t_TutorKey |
i Column Name i Data Type j  Allow Nulls 1
►9 [ XlDKl 1 numeric(5j 0) [~~1
9  TKeylD numericfS, 0) □
Zj . . □
Figure 11. Structure of Table t_TutorKey
/T a b le  - dbo.t_Category j
i Column Name Data Type i Allow Nulls I
►9 CategorylD] numeric(5, 0) i □
: Category varchar(50) □  !
j :
Figure 12. Structure of Table t_Category
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i Table - dbo.t_Keyword i
s Column Name t Data Type { Allow Nulls 1
KeywordID numeric(5j 0) i  □  ’
Keyword varchar(50) i □
( -- • - - •• .....
Figure 13. Structure of Table t_Keyword
Table - dbo.t _Forum* [____
Column Name i Data Type s Allow Nulls i Default
FID numeric(5j 0) □  '
OwnerlD ; numeric(5j 0) E □
DatePost datetime ! □ Tima(now)
FBody varchar(MAX) i □
FTopic r varchar(255) • °
Figure 14. Structure of Table t Forum
2 5
i. Table -  dbo.t_Message*
j Column Name' Data Type 1 Allow Nulls ( Default
J MID numeric(5j 0) , □  !
i] ’ ToID numeric(5j 0) □  ;
FromlD numeric(5, 0) □
J MessDate datetime F~~I Time (now)
MessTopic varchar(255) h'-> 1 0 1  1
i| MessBody varchar(MAX) □
/■ "■ ... " ................  ' ...........  ""...
Figure 15. Structure of Table t_Message
Table - dbo.t_Reply* i
I Column Name 1 ....  Data Type S Allow Nulls j : Default
j ReplylD 1 numeric^ 0) □
ReplyUserlD : nurneric(5j 0) □
ForumID : numeric^, 0) ' □
DateReply : datetime □ Time(now)
Rmessage j varchar(MAX) ' □
□
Figure 16. Structure of Table t_Reply
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./T ab le  - dbo.t _FAQ)
’ Column Name Data Type Allow Nulls I
►'S'faqid! ! num eric^ 0) > □
■ FAQ_Topic varchar(255) ,[ □
‘ 1 FAQ_Body varchar(MAX) □  i
□  ' f
Figure 17. Structure of Table t_FAQ
/  Table -  dbo.t_Tips*! ■
-- ----------- --------— — .... .............
1 . Column Name ! Data Type _ Allow Nulls I
►?l TipID| I numeric(5, 0) □
■ ; TipTitle i varcnar(50j □  '
• TipBody 1 varchar(MAX) □  ’ ■
L , J ( □
Figure 18. Structure of Table t_Tips
4.5 Page Flow Models
The following diagrams correspond to the page-flow. 
Page Flow shows when and how to navigate from one page to 
the other. Every diagram represents at least one page
(some pages are not shown here but will be addressed in
details in the following chapter). Optional actions from 
each page are represented by a box containing the 
description of this action. Selection of an action is
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represented by an arrow. This arrow points to the
resultant page of this action.
Every single page in ELCS contains side frame for
users to access any link on MyPage page.
4.5.1 eBay Learning Center System Home Page
Figure 19 shows ELCS home page and its page-flow.
Before users login to the system, the user can browse to 
our introduction page (AboutUs page) or ContactUs page for 
free CDs. The Home page also contains links such as Home 
page itself, the purpose for this is to redirect users 
back to ELCS homepage if they desired rather than use
backward link from browser.
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Figure 19. eBay Learning Center System Home Page
4,5.2 eBay Learning Center System MyPage Page
Figure 20 shows ELCS MyPage page which contains
different links based on the status of users (general 
users or ELCS Admin Group).
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ELCS Admin Group Only
s
§H-<Q0ftfn
a
£0<Qro
£DPID
Figure 20. eBay Learning Center System MyPage Page
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CHAPTER FIVE
PROJECT.. IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 User Interface Design
User interfaces.-are established on the web and
therefore the system can use all user interface features 
provided by the web browser, including plug-ins and any 
added functionality that the browser may possess. Any 
standard web browser, such as Microsoft Internet Explorer 
or Netscape Navigator/Communicator can provide, the user 
interface to the system. The user interfaces will be 
generated dynamically on the server side. These user 
interfaces provides information tailored to the user who 
is logged in.
5.2 Graphical User Interface and Description
5.2.1 Home Page
Figure 21, this page is the starting page for both 
members and non-members with seven links: Home page, 
MyPage page, Login page, Logout page, AboutUs page, 
ContactUs page, and finally Register Page. ELCS does not 
provide an administrator login page; all ELCS users login 
through the same login page and the database will 
automatically check the status of the user for all
available functions.
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5.2.1.1 Home.
^ ( e i i i « ttwdlta H ig ltu -
J» L *  £>«<• lie 1 jcskwils l?cs ' _Hs '
- '%?- •
" '& } ■  ■ . - . x<?!) r z  & :*«  . He-w.
Cvv^M1 ’  -SjVjtV'&tliMid! ? $ t « n i J w  a r t u r . ’ - ' ^  a w ^  ■
? » »  ■ P.t jn  * r. : i .■
Figure 21. Home Page
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5.2.1.2 Login.
eBay Learning Center System- - Mozllfa hiefoxs?
■ E?e : gdt go . gookmarks . I6 6 !s H e lp ’-
- . f ,  > '
-Beck . i-4--»sifi5 -Reload .. y-^i \  ' Home -
: ( j  http://127,O.O.l/e0eyProjecym9lnl/lo9lnPaee.aspx
______ums
'G»u,g5e.- .; relational database 1:N {V:} ?»!♦ fOt Search '' *$&> Search News Cheek •  r \  
■ "in  Yahoo! Mall - pongehen2000®yahoo.corn -f H i eBay Learning Center System.
,  £ j  AUoFS j I »
Figure 22. Login Page
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All users as well as guests may visit ELCS's■ 
"AboutUs" Page to understand ELCS's mission statement and
the •'significant of'ELCS. Users/Guests will find out the 
benefits to register at' ELCS within'the page.’ ' ’
5.2.1.3 About Us . ; •
eBay Learning Cenlei System -Mozllla fiiefox
'  FA® ' Befit Jfiew Go .Bookmarks Tools ^Uelp " v . ' -  • .? • *
Badt ’ ’  v' R^oed ' itans 's http:tfl27.0.0.1/eBaYPro}ect/maInl/^ioutPase,aspx
CiK-glfc ’  I relational database 1:N ' x l  -fiGs Search •  Search News Check *  ••V-AOtoUnk
^ W ahoo l MaB-pongehen200C@yahoo.com- • I i. < eBay Learning Center System
Figure 23. About Us Page’
.Guests maybe request a CD from ELCS for an example 
Tutorial before they decide to register with us through 
the Contact Us Page.
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5.2.1'. 4 Contact Us .
pS-- eBay Learning Center System*- MozlllaFirefox •"'<
'Ejl#. £dt $5ew 5o Bookmarks Jools IJelp : , ;
8 « k ‘ ’  v ' Reload H w e L: http://127.0.0.VeBayProfert/mainJ/aintartPage.aspx
G tX ig lc  .  : relational database 1:N O  Search - t j P  Search News Check ’  * \  Aikolink 'h'1 ■' -  H  Options 6 -  Highlight Efrelotlonel f j  dot
Figure 24. Contact Us Page
3:5 r .
5.2.1.-5 Register.
. ebay Learning Center System -MozItlaFitefox : ■'0501
B-9 -View Go Bookmarks,. Jools Help '■ > • • . . ,
'  Reload i J :4T" 'Home httP!/ /12?-0-°-1/eBayprolert/malnl/reCistefPaqe-asPx 
C o p t ic  » jreiattonai database 1;W Search'* ^'SearchNews Check*  ' S " Q  ?
• TPYahoo! Ma2-pcngchen2000@yahoo.com-.
a  @ i d :
Figure 25. Register Page
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users, a "Thank You" Page will appear and all functions 
that available to login users will disappear.
5.2.1.6 Logout. While Logging Out Link clicked by
• Bte £dt Sew £o - Bookmarks Ioot»„ Help. ■.< <.* * ’ ’ - < < » k -
"r ..'/-L, Rejoad <1- ' ' lU htp:/fl27.0.o.ifeBavPro^ctfmatnlfbgou»>age'aipx___ __ !.vj ■So a'CV___1.
G o  >>j'e •  relational database 1 N 'v f  '■ i,'f  Search *  ^5  Search News Check » \  ■ ' C3 h" -  -*• ' ’  0  Options HghiitM relational @  database lj§j t  »
"SffYahool Mail- pongchenzoo£t<g>yahoo com I t l  eBay Learning Center System , ’’ s Q
Figure 26.. Logout Page
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5.2.1.7 MyPage.,Figure 27 shown below is. the MyPage 
of an Admin role user. The left panel links are all the 
functionality available only to ELCS Admin Group.
eBay Learning Center Systern • Mozilla Fiiefox:
, Elie. Edit. Jfiew £o Bookmarks ■- Iools\ Uelp ’ ' ■ «- • ; ; ■
*  -s < Hcn»b '^ " -  hMP://127.0-0.1/eBayProJecymeInl/admfn/myPagePage.aspx
; reiatonal database liN - O  Search ’ ‘^ S e arc h  News Check T »j®f3r5c .-sue-.;;
? ^ .Y A p p l.l^ flj^ 9^ n »p p ^ ya h p o xo m . . ’ B  eB«yLearning Center System.
v lf is o  PV
•  0  Options &  w ig h t  0  relation  ^ 0  dat ■0t..
Figure 27. MyPage page - Login Successfully as Admin
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Figure 28 is also a MyPage page after a user login to 
ELCS. Please note the right panel has fewer links than the 
previous one. The basic six function links are available
to all login general users.
eBay Learning Center. System - U o z ilU  Fwetox 
£ile Edt Bew Go gookmerks Jools Help
Reload ! http://127,0.0.1/eBayProject/mar>l/admm/myPagePa2e.aspx 
G o :.$ lc  ’  : relational database 1:N |x l  y  <>: Search ’  <?£> Search News Check ’  \  J '£ j  lJ
■*/» '. |«* . % i2000@yahoo.eom H  j  eBay learning Center System •
- ri © » u
ij cptlons Highlight ©  relational ©  database I
Done
Figure 28. MyPage - Login Successfully as a General User
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When a user failed to login, the system displays an 
error message and may prompt the' user to use the "Password 
Reminder" link below’' for-- cdrre'ct •' login' information.
[<S sBay Learning (.entei System Mozllla Fiiafox
v| ’E^ _
* g j  Options.AHghfight'g] relational g ) database 1 »
Bile & tt. Wsw Gp Bookmarks './lo o k ' '{Jalp r_ y -  -> "
Back '  ' •  ’ > Home - i l i i  http://127.0.0.1/eBayProject/matnI/loglnPa93.aspx
G o v gfe  » :■ relational database 1:N Search » Search News Check » \  w u r ; -  F I  AutoF#
| ^ . ^ M ^ W - p o ^ t e n ^ ^ i w . c c r r i . x. , .J  0  eBay Learning Center System
Figure 29..Login Unsuccessfully
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5.2.1.8 Password Request Page. Users can use the
"Password Request" Page under the "Click Here" link in 
Login Page to request for the correct login information. 
The system will prompt to ask users to submit provide the 
three security questions answers which were provided by 
user during his/her registration with ELCS.
eBay Learning (.enter System * Mozilta Fuefox
Eite Edt Sew Go gootonarks Tods tjelp
Retoad
: [  [ http://127.0.0.1/eBayProject/malnl/mlsspswdPage.aspx
Back  Home
Go-agle *  j relational database 1:N Search ’  Search News Check ’  AutoLInk s
I 'Sff.Ydiool MaJ - pongchen2000(3>yahoo.com
kj © os. IJGJ,
3 Options. &  Highlght {§) relational £§ database (
ZCESlo.
( eBay Learning Center System
Please Confirm Your Identity:
d to <
•Your Birthday jjA h T iv l 101 {1940 iv j
*  Your Zip Code P "  “
•  Uart 4 Digit of Your Phone Number |
Please cSek heie Io request passwbrd/email, , 1
T n ton u l Table
Category Table
Figure 30. Password Request Page
5.2.2 MyPage Page (General Users)
5.2.2.1 Search Tutorial Page..All users have access
to ELCS's "Search Tutorial" Page to search for personal 
suitable tutorials to be played within the frame. The
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searching method is based on sorting by either upload 
date, file name, or the file type of the tutorials.
While the users located the tutorial he/she's
interested, he/she can'just simply hit the blue button 
next to the tutorial to play it..
K& eBay Center System - Mozttfa Flrefox '
Elie Edt View Go Bookmarks Tools Ijelp a http://127,O.O, l/eBayProject/mainl/cu5tomer/Frame_searchPnl,aspx G> 10.■Back forw-rj* Reload
» relaConai database 1 N v j  f  ;G; Search ’  Search News *;$■ Check 
■SP Yahoo' Mai-po-gchen200C@/<dioo com :| (J  eBay Learning Center System
" Q  Options^  &  Highlight: (
Figure 31. User Panel-Search Tutorial Page
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■Figure 32 is the example page of displaying a
tutorial
hS- eBay Learnlm* Center System" Mozilla Filefox
£0e ' £<£t "5Cew’ Go Bookmarks-.Joels Help
I a jo.■Back. •,Gc*i;$Ic’f
[j^http:J/127.O.O.l/eBJ 
! *J ;4  •(.*. Search *  ^  Search News *$■■ Check »
•' Horne . •rBs
5 ■» Yahoo! Mail -  pongchen20Wyahoo.com ; U  eBay teaming Center System
Figure 3.2. Playing Tutorial- Onsite
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5.2.2.2 My MessageBox Page. "My MessageBox" Page has
three buttons for users to access inbox, outbox, and also
composing a message to other ELCS users.
ELCS - Cibtqm<ji Page ■ MgssatftBox Mozllla Fhefox_______""***________ ~ ~
£dt J5ew Go Bookmarks Iools IJelp - - - ■ 0 - ;
; 0  http://127.0.0.1/eBayProJed/fnakil/a»tomer/Fr«niajn«sageboxPnl.ajpx &  GouJO^
G o o g le  •  j relational database 1;N Fyl  ; G  Search ’  Search News Check ’  \  y~| bi; V X -W it •  OpUons £  Highlit |§[ relational 0  database l§] 1 >>
iTpVahool Mal-pongchen200C<§>yahoo,com ; j_j ELCS -  Customer Page -  MessageBox | Q i
Figure 33. User Panel-My MessageBox Page
All the received messages are ' stored" in personal 
inbox. Users may read the details of the message by 
clicking the "details" link, or they can delete the 
message to clean up the inbox. Users may also sort the 
inbox messages by senders, time, topic, and by contents.
ELCS system will only delete the physical messages if 
both sender and receiver of the message are deleted the 
specific message from their inbox/outbox.
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ELCS - Customer Page • MessagoCox - Manila Pwefox
•’ .gle £<£t View Go-- Bookmarks, loots -fcjetp • >- _ , *  '-'■ .; '
’ ■ -r  r- :--' • - '  '•• - -  H ^ 3 • :; t ii http://127.0.0.1/eBayPro}ect/maInl/ajstomer/FramejnessaceboxPrJ,epx O  Go [CV
G oO gle ’  . relational database 1 iN 'v j  Search » Search N e w s ,C h e c k  ” A -  AutoLink OpUonszx^-Kghl^it (□] relational |^J database §3 I »  '
s'WYahoo!Haa-portgd)en2000®yahoo.com < , i U  EtCS-Customer Page-MessageBox
Done;
W ____L g s i B r ’ ( -j c  A  ' j *  ’  > i u _ _ _ i2 « w *
Figure 34. My Inbox- Page
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Figure 35 shows the details of an inbox message. The
user can either reply to or delete the message.
ELCS-Customer Page - Messa^eBox-Mozilh.Firefox
Ei!s Edit $5®w Go Bookmarks Jools tjelp a
Home
■ P i http:/h27.0-0.1/eBayPro)ectfm8lnlJcustMnaJfiatr,e_messe5etiCi>Prt.a5px r *J  <£j> Go i(G V i
(rfou’jle  • :  relational database 1:N [v ] <j*-G Search -<§§ SearchNews Check ’  f j  Suic-s? inserts- -  5 ^  Options &  HtghJ?^ it |§) relational J§) database Jg) 1 »  •
• » . •  c *,ahoocom • -J  EICS -  Customer Page -  MessageBox j © =
Back
Figure 35. Details of Selected InBox Message Page
BWiIBBT'Hill
B r a
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The outbox functions are basically the same as the
inbox functions.
ELCS - tautomer Page -MesiageSox • Mozilla Firefox
£3e gdt ^ew go Bookmarks Tools Jjelp -
B«k ’  5 ’  Reload >" l-tome http://127.0.0,l/eBeyPro{ect/ma[nl/custonier/Frarrie_rnessageboxPnl.aspx 0  Go
Gu,>g'c •  > relational database 1:N ry j «[ jG: Search ’  ^ 5  Search News Check » \  •£ ] pur^si ^  Krc-ssitf: » Options &  HlgWI i^t J§J relational database (§} •!.»
5TffYahoolHa3-pongchen2000@yahoo.com I j j  ELC5-Customer Page - MessageBox i
Figure 36 < My OutBox Page
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Users may send messages to other ELCS members by 
accessing the "Write" button under My MessageBox.
ELCS-(.tislomer Paqe MessageBox - Mozlltn Flrefox '  = '
Eile £dt Hew Go Bookmarks Tools {Help ■<
'  j. Homo HTp://12?.0.0.1/eBayPro}ecl/malnlZcustomer/Frame_messaaeboxPn).aspx ; v |  O  Go i[C V  ~~ '<
G o o g k  » i relational database 1:N f v j  *?iG: Search ’  SearchNews * j  Check » \  ’  . ^  Options <5^  |§1 relational database (S) I  »  ;
:TffYrfioo!Mail-pongchen2000@7^ioo.Com 1 f ! ELCS-CustomerPage-MessageBox j . - . • • r ^ g j 1
Figure 37. Write Message Page
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5.2.2.3 Discussion Forum Page. Users' have full access 
to "Discussion Forum" Page to view, search, join 
-discussions, and create a new discussion room. Users may
,be block from these services if he/she had violated ELCS- .
rules previously. ■'
[<S- ELCS.
ssB’o . EditL
„  j-C[http!//I27,0.bJ/eBayProJnt/m*l/custofner/Fren
G p g g te  t |....................................... [ y j  ^  Search ’ ,<$S Search News ijs . C h e c k f V  Autolink
(TffYahool Mal-ponflchen2000@yahoo,com ; U  EICS -  Discussion Forum *
-Discussion Ftuum /Mozilla Firefox.
- view go . bookmarks ■ look ' yelp j
i -  0  Options
. lavaSCT!pt:WebFarmj)oPostB4tkWthOpttons(new WebFormi Post&9ckC>pttoiwCc -^dFonjiT4rtlQ4ictlC0“i"itru ft> false, true))u
Figure 38. User Panel-Discussion Forum Page
By clicking the details of a specific discussion 
forum, users can view the details of- it as well as all the 
replies from -other users. Every user is free to join the 
discussion by clicking-the "Join the Discussion" button to 
reply to his/her interested'discussion. ■
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ELG5-- Discussion Fortim • Mozitfa R iefox1
file Edit View Go gookmarks £coti Help
- j j r ~ F  _ , - 7 “  ,
•w : .  . Reload Home
s a s s i
Back ?x=
»!i relational database 1:N ;.vl Search -  <5&. Search News Check ’  
!Y # YahoolMaii-pongchcn20QQ@yahoo.com . I D  H.CS -  Discussion Forum
http://127.0,0.1/eBayPro]ect/malnl/customef/Frame_fonjmPnl.aspx
v AutoLink '£ ]  4 •  @  Opttons A  t tg W it  @
co U
;“ 1 T
Q
nV- MessflgeB
isctJhhlen  f o r u r
1 .rftil ly jii pagw. I  was U-
Hsrels the naw auction look *5 5 4 0 1 4 /i t 3 here is an old for comparison <?50712<f45t)5.
So how w«S slid T rtvhievtt my goat? Is  ttiew* anything I should r.h«ngebefore I redo l*>« n»«tofn  
J iff topic a JitHe bit. J am considering going ha a featured story; I  r.orrantfy use a basic, stnro.
and upgrade to a  featured otoixs did you se
k .v j  &  M R S .
'TV7 "JT O '? i£ 5
Missagc’Tflblb j | |
F orem  Table i  f, loRsnsiauul b e . All Rights 
t  a*W*d<
I  Post By, Watly@pchome.com.tw Date, 10/27/2006 2iS7r20AM
>ta new spoof today that X hadn't seen before - i t  looked like a  SNftO dispute had been Wed, t
■lessaye Rec.eivod from Buyer for Item  #728831188? 
y Jprdfiqins-'^om Dstr lC^27/2Qt«. 2i»7l.2.0.AM
• , .  1  I s  .
y ? , , - ? ' .......... ........... "
XS.te?-* | -Rf$i$!y-4 | ( AheulUh | t'eoUctMa j
Figure 39. Details of Selected Forum Page
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Figure 40 shows the example of posting a reply to the
discussion forum.
[LCS■ Discussion forum - Mozilto Fnefox
Eile Edit 5£jew Go gookmerks loots tls'P
i ’ .  ■ >  . a r:
Back r«!Vi?:.5 Reload Slco Home : http://127.0.0.1/eBayProject/melnl/custO(ner/Fran)e_forumPnl.a
<3t>j<gle -  > relational database 1:N <»:G  Search ’  4 $  Search News Check ’  AutoUnk ftu
:TpYahcwl M ai-pongchen2Q00@yahoo.com I L j ELCS — Discussion Forum )
T T e E l
*  Lv | '©  Go ifG j,
’  5 3  Options HighB i^t J§j, relational :(§) database (5) 1 »
Seejoh Talorirde j 
M y Messagefiox j
Discusaiox
ItofSci.. ■ Chfeiltroy-neivtoek©utpBepSi.;« X  v- % : . y  c f  .............
■ >Ra,dy»-? «
X have spent at! day doing revisions and trying tv load my nrw template in to unn vf my uiK.Uait end m y jw . 
page. J wa# trying to accumptisYi a more prefosaionul uppearanco, povitivo, «iir'pl« and iwnr idsiuily.
Here is the new auction look #50401 •{? >6'i here is an old for comparison #50? 124-1305,
!io bow well did X achieve iny gnat? tv there anything I  should change before X redo the rest of m y store? 
Off topic a illtlo bit I  am considering going to a featured store I  cun-ondy eve a basic store.
My questions is for those of you who had a basic store and upgrade to a featured store did you see on 
increase in sates? And if so buy how much?
Cjw io this dtscus»i<tn-{
Mcosnge Table |  
F o ru m T ab le  j
Maaage^teply^ ~|,
M an ag e  T i
Ceyjhjli 2004-lMj ELCS 
lettnunanil Ik .AH RJ£h«
| Post Byi Wally(})pchome.com.h« Oatei 10/27/2006 2i57i20 AM 
X got a new spoof today that 1 hadn't seen before • It  looked like a SNAP dispute had been ft
Po»trtyl FBrd@qmaH.O3m Patel 10/27/2006 2 i57i20 AM
• e ra  a  □ □ □ □ □ □  O d S B  B Q  £53 □  o
:K>v(lt* I | beuds j  AbeulUa | Coot-sx-tUa j J
Figure 40. Join the Discussion Page
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ELCS • - PutmsTOn Fonim • Mozilla Flrefox
Be §d( Jfiew go Bookmarks £oob tjelp
~  &  
Back i{-:«sr:J Reload vz-:S Home 
G o . ’g lC ’ i iv l  / n G  Search » $
‘ Yahoo! Mall- pcngchen2000i®y^ioo.com • l j EICS-
• [ j  http://I27.0.0.1/eBayProject/manl/custeme»7Frame_fortffnPnl.aspx 
j Search News Check » AutoLlnk « b J  •Aisssi:-? ”  Q  options 
Discussion Forum !
__________  ' U l g U a
z y  &  <» ”  y
a
Figure 41. Posting a New Discussion
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5.2.2.4 Frequently Asked Questions Page. User can
search and view the frequently asked questions from other 
members for questions related to such as an eBayer. Unlike 
other websites, the FAQ Page is not designed to answer
users' questions for self websites but to answer
frequently asked questions related to eBay websites. ELCS 
has professionals to answer this type of questions and 
post them under FAQ for our users to review.
k S  eBay Learning Center System rMozillaffiefox “EEi
Qlo £dt JJew Go gookmarks Tools fjelp
Reload y& a  HomeBack ?£»»
C v u ’jJe » ’ relational database 1:N iv .i 
• ■ »  Yahool MaS - pongchen2000i5vahoo.com
5  http://127.0.0.1/eBayProJecUmatnl/customer/Frame_FAQ_Pnl.aspx - ; v j  @  Go :[GV
G - Search *  Search News Check ’  AutoLink k ] hJ .'uis-aiiM- ’  ^ 3  Options <5 HghS/t ®  relational ©  database (
Figure 42. User Panel Frequently Asked Questions Page
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J’S  eBay Learning Center System -Mozilla Firefox
Ete gdt yew go Bookmarks look Help
Back ’  "c ✓  ><' ’  Rebad Home ’ l,J httpi//127.0.0.1/eBayProiect/mainl/customer/Frame_FflQJ1nl.aspx
G o - ’g lc ’  S relational database 1:N jv ]  y i t *  Search ” Search News Check ■* •»’ ts3 “ifcswss? ^ 3  Options &  HghH^it j§
•■S7YahoolMaa-pongchen2000@yehoo.com J ( } eBay Learning Center System i ; ' ‘  • ••
J E S
1 Q  ®  IGV
relational S j  database I1
Figure 43. Detail of Selected Frequently Asked Questions 
Page
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5.2.2.5 Useful Tips Page. By clicking "Useful Tips"
button on user panel, the randomly generated popup Tips 
will be displayed. Users can click the red fast forward 
button on the popup panel to request for the next randomly 
generated tips.
FLCS --Discussion Foiunr-MozillaRrofox'* 
Fite gdlt View Go Bookmarks Toots Help, r> v
Back Fcsivvs' o Reload t  ■
”  Si I
•JffYrfioo' Ma'- pc~gchen20CC@vahoo.com
•Bail
i http://!27.0.0.1/eBayProIect/mainl/customer/FfameJorumPr!.aspx
„ «  > Options
so ;a "
Figure 44. User Panel-Popup Tips Page
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5.2.2 . .6 Change Mylnfo Page. If users desired to 
change their login information from time to time, ELCS 
also provides functions for these demands. Users may 
change his/her login name, login password, and three 
security questions from the "Change Mylnfo" button.
eOa/teaming Center System - Mozilla Fhefox ■SSI
' file • Edit Jflew. Go. JJookmarks Tools
Figure 45. User Panel-Change My Information Page
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j*2S eBay Learning Center System - tooztfla Fnefox 
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Figure 46. Change My Information Page - Name
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Figure 47. Change My Information Page - Password
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Group Only) '
5.2.3.1 User Table Page. While login ELCS' as an
Admin, the eight.major function buttons appear after 
login. The Admin has rights to, edit', delete, update, view 
selected record details, sort the table, change user 
status, and finally add a, new user to this table:
5.2.3 MyPage (eBay Learning Center System Admin
r Page.-Ifcer Table -  Mozilla Fftefox
Km.. : hl.http://127.0.p.l/eBCOi$C- 7 e 1:N Search SearchNews Check ’  AutoLfrk j 3 © <* Id :-  S .op ltom  @  relatloral @ 'dot
I  Ma*-rinnnr^TnofWvieiiinjfhw J ‘ F ir * ! -  fldminictrator Page -  User Table 1^;
tew -Users- Panel
FAQ
UertW'l . •.Admlnlstfstor@pehomo.eom.tw ; 0 0 1 aTruds@yahoo.com ’ ‘ 0 - 0 z 'K
:MarryLand@pchome. com.tw 0 i : 0 ✓ «
msilfom 1 e - ; (1 R s S H J
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■C#ln@lwoirs.netca.- ■ ■■;>•.•••'• 0 .  :
' s d
•Joseph@pshome.eom.tw ■ 0 0 : o s a
SoKorfflprada.noC * 1 Z  o '  ■ o , i "  s - ’»
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Sorahigiebay c w i : 0 » 0 ■ a s B ( H i
;§lerra(Sebay.eom ; o : 0 ! 0 ;
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Figure 49. Admin Panel - User Table Page
The details page.of the selected user from User table 
shows user's basic information along with the user's 
search tutorial Category/Keyword preference.
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Figure 50. Details of Selected User Page
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Figure 51. Add a New User Page
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5.2.3.2 Tutorial Table Page. The Admin has rights to
edit, delete, update, view selected record details, sort 
the table, add a new tutorial, and change pre-defined 
Category/Keyword that associate with this tutorial.
i*S‘ ELCS’- AdminUtrator Page - Tutorial Table*"- Mozilfa Firefox
£3e £cfit Jtfew So Bookmarks loots yelp
Figure 52. Admin Panel - Tutorial Table Page
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While selecting the specific tutorial from- the 
Tutorial Table, an Admin can'change-the pre-defined 
Category/Keyword that 'associate with this tutorial.
M i
’ ;Efe gift ' .Sew , <3o Bookmarks t  Tools
‘ U  http://127.0.0.I/eBayProJert/malnl/adnVn/Freme_tutorlaPnl.espx Go 'G t
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Figure 53. Details of Selected Tutorial Page
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ELCS provides Admin Group a One-Button solution to 
upload a new Tutorial to a specific destination. This 
function increase the security of ELCS database.
Figure 54. Add a New Tutorial Page
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5.2.3.3 Category Table Page. This function is almost
identical to User/Tutorial Table for edit, save, delete, 
view details and add a new category.
kS, Learning Center system -Mozllla Fnefox
Eile gdt yiew Go Bookmarks loots tJelp
fig
. Reload. ’,-s
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Figure 55. Admin Panel - Category Table Page
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One of the powerful functions ELCS has is it has
integration among the database tables. Since Category- 
table has relationship with User and Tutorials table, an
admin will see what Tutorials', are created with association
with this category.
I t  eBay laartrin^Ceirtar System • Mozllla Fjiefox
File Edit View Go Bookmarks Tools tjelp
”....- J  .  .
Back Reload
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Figure 56. Details of Selected Category Page
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Figure 57. Add a new Category Page
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5.2.3.4 Keyword Table Page. One of the powerful 
functions ELCS has is it has integration among the 
database tables. Since Keyword table has relationship with 
User and Tutorials table, an admin will see what Tutorials
are created with association with this Keyword.
p j  ELCS • Administrator Po^oKeyword brbto • f-tozittr fltefox
F 8 Ed! VjcW £o Bookmarks pwls [jelp
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Figure 58. Admin Panel - Keyword Table.Page
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Figure 59. Details of Selected Keyword .Page
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Figure 60. Add a New Keyword Page
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5.2.3.5 Message Table Page. Admin Group can search
delete and view the .Message table.
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Figure 61. Admin Panel - Message Table Page
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search, delete and view the Forum table.
5.2.3.6 Forum Table Page. ELCS Admin Group can
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5.2.3.7 Manage Reply Table Page. Since Forum table
has 1:N relationship with users who join the discussion of 
the forum, we have to separate them into two different 
tables for the Database Normal Form purposes. This table 
refers to users who response to the specific Discussion
Forum.
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Figure 63. Admin Panel - Reply Table Page
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5.2.3.8 Manage Tips Table Page
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Figure 65. Add a New Tip Page
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CHAPTER SIX
.• SYSTEM VALIDATION
To validate -a system, just having an understanding of 
computers and software systems is not adequate. It is 
essential to fully understand the process and the
equipment that is beirig validated. Validation testing is a 
concern that overlaps with integration testing. Ensuring 
that the application fulfils its specification is a major 
criterion for the construction of an integration test. 
Validation testing also overlaps to a large extent with 
system testing, where the application is tested with
respect to its typical working environment.
6.1 Unit Test
The Unit test presents the basic level of testing on 
all the individual components. The individual components 
include the object, the class, and the program in the 
system. The following table shows the results of the unit 
test for the eBay Learning Center System.
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Table 2. The Unit Test Results
Unit Test Tests Performed Results
Login page • Check the correctness of the displayed 
data in ASP included pages components.
• Verify the login function working properly 
and get the error message properly.
OK
About Us 
page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the links working properly.
OK
Contact Us 
page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data in ASP included pages components.
• Verify the sending message function 
working properly and get the error message 
properly.
OK
Login page • Check the correctness of the displayed 
data in ASP included pages components.
• Verify the login function working properly 
and get the error message properly.
OK
Logout
function
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
message after logout.
• Verify the login function working 
properly.
OK
User home page • Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the links working properly.
OK
User Search • Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire selection list, buttons, 
and links working properly.
OK
User edit 
personal 
information 
page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Test the correctness of the validation for 
all input data.
• Verify the page can get the error message 
and work properly by the message.
OK
User register 
page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
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Unit Test Tests Performed Results
Password 
reminder page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify the page can get the error message 
and work properly by the message.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Tutorial 
searching & 
playing page
• Check the correctness of the played video.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
OK
User message 
box
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
• Verify the sending and receiving function 
working correctly.
OK
Discussion 
room page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working a s . 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
• Verify the sending and receiving function 
working correctly.
OK
FAQ page • Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the searching and sorting function 
working correctly.
OK
Admin page • Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Verify all links working as expected.
OK
Admin add new 
user page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
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Unit Test Tests Performed Results
Admin edit 
user page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin block 
user function
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
OK
Admin upload 
new tutorial 
page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify the upload function working as 
expected and video file put into correct 
folder..
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin edit 
tutorial info 
page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Category 
display page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire searching and sorting 
function working properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin add new 
category page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Check category associate with correct user 
/ keyword.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
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Unit Test Tests Performed. Results
Admin edit 
category page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Check category associate with correct user 
/ keyword.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin delete
category
function
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
OK
Keywords 
display page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire searching and sorting 
function working properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin add new 
keyword page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Check keyword associate with correct user 
/ category.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin edit 
keyword page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Check keyword associate with correct user 
/ category.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin delete
keyword
function
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
OK
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Unit Test Tests Performed Results
Admin message 
display page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire searching and sorting 
function working properly.
9 Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.-
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin
discussion
page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
9 Check the entire searching and sorting 
function1 working properly.
9 Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin 
discussion 
message reply 
page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
9 Check the entire searching and sorting 
function working properly.
• Check the message is sent to the correct 
destination.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin add new 
tip page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Check JavaScript function working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin edit tip 
page
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
» Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
• Verify the form is generated correctly.
OK
Admin delete 
tips function
• Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Check the entire buttons and links working 
properly.
• Verify all links and buttons working as 
expected.
OK
Admin view all 
tips page
9 Check the correctness of the displayed 
data.
• Verify all links working as expected.
OK
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6.2 Subsystem Testing
Subsystem testing is the next step up in the testing
process where all related units from a subsystem does a 
certain task. Thus, the subsystem test process is useful 
for detecting interface errors and specific functions.
Table 3 show subsystem test results in detail.
Table 3. Subsystem Test Results
Subsystem Tests Performed Results
Tutorial 
searching & 
play Subsystem
• Make sure all the choosing data are 
displayed properly.
• Make sure all the possible tutorials are 
shown on the list.
• Verify the subsystem list correct tutorial 
info base on the category and keyword.
• Verify the subsystem play the selected 
video on the display frame.
OK
User
registration
Subsystem
• Make sure the subsystem checks the guest 
information before create a new account 
for him/her.
• Check if the subsystem can detect the 
error of creating of the user that exists 
in the subsystem
OK
Authorize
Subsystem
• Test if it can get the error message.
• Make sure the result of authorizing user 
is correct.
• Verify the login user information is store 
in session properly.
• Verify the login page redirect to the 
correct browsing or editing page after the 
user logins in.
OK
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Subsystem Tests Performed Results
Accounts
Management
Subsystem
• Make sure all the existing users are list 
in the user list.
• Check if the subsystem can detect the 
error of creating of the user that exists 
in the subsystem.
• Check if the user can update his/her 
personal account properly.
• Verify the created user information is the 
same as the information provided.
• Verify the admin can block a user account 
properly.
• Make sure the password query function can 
working properly.
OK
Editing
Account
Subsystem
• Make sure the subsystem checks the user 
privilege before forwarding to edit page.
• Verify the subsystem check the user 
privilege before update the page 
information.
• Verify if the subsystem shows the page 
properties whether the users are the 
members or the administrators.
OK
Tutorial
Management
Subsystem
• Make sure all the existing tutorials are 
list in the tutorial list.
• Check if the subsystem can detect the 
error of creating of the tutorials that 
exists in the subsystem.
• Check if the administrator can update 
tutorial information properly.
• Verify the tutorial associate with correct 
category and keyword.
• Verify the created tutorial■information is 
the same as the information provided.
• Verify the subsystem can delete a tutorial 
properly.
OK
Editing
tutorial
Subsystem
• Make sure the subsystem checks the 
tutorial information before forwarding to 
edit page.
• Verify the subsystem check the tutorial 
information before update the page 
information.
• Verify if the subsystem shows the tutorial 
information page properties'. ,
OK
Browsing
Subsystem
• Check if the subsystem checks for user 
privilege before showing pages.
• Verify the page is showing properly after 
the user click on the page link.
OK
Security • Verify the page will be redirected to 
property page base on the user's 
privilege.
OK
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6.3 System Test Plan
System test plan is a test process that uses real
data, which the system is intended to manipulate, to test
the system. First of all the subsystem will be integrated 
into one system. Then test the, system by using a variety
of data to see the overall results.
The steps for the system, test plan are. showed in the 
following table:
Table 4, System Test Results
System Test Results
1. Install the ELCS into server. OK
2. Start up all services such as ASP.NET Framework, 
SQL Server 2005 Express edition, SQL Server 2005 
database engine.
OK
3. Running testing by using real data on all forms 
and reports. OK
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CHAPTER SEVEN
MAINTENANCE MANUAL
The Maintenance Manual provides maintenance personnel 
with the information necessary to maintain the system 
effectively. The manual provides the definition of the
software support environment, the roles and
responsibilities of maintenance personnel, and the regular 
activities essential to the support and maintenance of 
program modules, job streams, and database structures. In 
ELCS, there are 2 major issues: system setup and ELCS
software installation.
7.1 System Setup
In ELCS, it requires MS Windows XP Professional 
Edition operating system, Internet Information Services 
web server, ASP.NET Framework, SQL Server 2005 Express 
Edition, and SQL Server 2005 Database Engine to run the
programs.
7.2 eBay Learning Center System 
Installation/Migration
1. All the ASP programs and HTML programs are
stored in
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\eBayProject
2. Install system database.
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7.3 Backup and Restore
Protecting system information is one of the system 
administrator's most import tasks. Backups allow the
administrator to restore a file system to the condition it 
was at the time of the last backup. Backups must be done 
carefully and on a strict schedule. The backup system and
backup media must also be tested regularly to verify that 
they are working correctly. There are two steps to back up 
eBay Learning Center System (ELCS). One is to backup the 
system files. The other step is to backup the database 
which is used by ELCS.
7.3.1 System Backup
All the ELCS software files are stored in the
directory "\Inetpub\wwwoot\eBayProject." Thus, in order to 
backup the system files, we can copy this directory to 
backup the system files.
7.3.2 Database Backup
To backup the database system, just download and 
store the two files: "C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL 
Server\MSSQL.l\MSSQL\Data\eBayProject.mdf" and "C:\Program 
Files\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.l\MSSQL\Data\eBayProject_log.ldf"
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7.3.3 System Restore
To restore the system file, simply put the backup
file into the location:
"\Inetpub\wwwroot\eBayProject."
7.3.4 Database Restore
To restore the database needed for the system, put
the two backup database files into the location: 
"C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.l\MSSQL\Data\eBayProject.mdf" and "C:\Program 
Files\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.l\MSSQL\Data\eBayProject_log.ldf"
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
8.1 Conclusion
eBay Learning Center System (ELCS) features online 
tutorials and advanced tips for users when participating 
on eBay activities. The tutorials help users to use eBay; 
the tips provide users thoughtful tricks on
searching/saving on eBay which is not taught by other 
similar products.
8.2 Future Directions
ELCS aims to more eBay related activities tutorials 
in the future, such as Paypal Activities and United States 
Post Office Services Activities, etc. ELCS is also looking 
to create diverse tutorial types so people who do not have 
media players pre-installed can also enjoy the tutorials.
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